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Superfish clarifiers for clearer water
Superfish has launched a range
of ALU Tech UVC Professional
Clarifiers. They use ultraviolet
radiation which breaks down
algae and allows it to be
removed by net or mechanical
filter.
The clarifiers are suitable for
use on large ponds without
chemicals. Water is pumped
through the unit and

Jeremy Gay and Levi Major put the latest
new products through their paces.

ATI LED Powermodule
Having already put an Arcadia
122cm/48” three 75w LED and
four 54w T5 LED Powermodule
through its paces, we’ve now taken
the opportunity to give ATI’s hybrid
the same level of scrutiny, writes
Levi Major.
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It’s good...

Many reefers appreciate the quality
of light units produced by ATI and
this unit is of the same slimline and
robust quality as its established
T5 lighting units. Housed in an
aluminium and stainless steel
fixture to provide an elegant
and rustproof luminaire, the LED
modules are located centrally and
flanked by two T5 bulbs either side.
I had not expected this unit to
put out as much light as the OT2
hybrid, given the latter has six T5
bulbs, but at 100% power on all
channels it’s difficult to say which
lights are brighter — and this
stands testament to the quality of
the reflectors incorporated in the
ATI Powermodule.
The individual parabolic-style
reflectors, understood to be made
from silver-coated reflective
aluminium, really help to punch
down the light from each of the T5
bulbs. The combination of the
blanket light covering of T5 lights is
enhanced with the addition of LED
light modules and certainly gives
you the best of both forms of
aquarium lighting.
Being able to control both banks
of T5s independently from 0-100%
and each of the 75w LED clusters,
which feature four independently
programmable LED colour channels
each capable of 0-100% dimming,
means the user is in charge of not
only the colour of lighting but also
the intensity of lighting.
The intuitive computer control
software makes adjusting the
aquarium lighting reasonably quick
and easy, once you get the hang of
the operation.
Having this amount of control
over all available channels allows
you to not only automate a sunrise
to sunset pattern but it’s possible
to use the light as a moonlight to
mimic the lunar cycle.

The clever souls at ATI have
also added red LEDs to the
clusters, so not only
can you help bring
out the colour of
your fish and
corals, but
programme the
light to help you
with stock
introduction or
watching late
night live rock
activity.
What’s also great
about the hybrid of
T5 and LED lighting is
that with the array of
T5 tubes available these
days you can blend two or
more colours of tubes, from
white to blue to purple or pink.
Being able to control the output of
the T5s will also allow you to
reduce energy consumption by
running them at a level appropriate
to the size and depth of the
aquarium while allowing the
shimmer effect of the LEDs to
shine through.
What’s more, not only can you
control dawn to dusk simulation
and the waxing and waning of the
moon you can also introduce
simulated cloud cover.
Programming the light is as
simple as plugging in the USB lead
between computer and controller,
and you can set up all these
functions within the provided
programme. If required you can
programme the light from the LED
power controller. However, the
latter is a more hands-on and
cumbersome approach.

But…

There’s not much to dislike about
this unit, but a few things stand
out to me as design flaws.
Firstly, the power lead from the
LED power supply/controller to the
light enters the light fixture on its
side, but should ideally be from the
top; yet this is personal preference.
That said, a single lead is a definite
improvement over ATI’s previous
two-lead power supplies.
I also feel the LED power supply/
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algae cells killed by the ultraviolet
light. The aluminium housing is
said to result in up to 35% higher
UV output, due to reflection, and
the clarifiers come in two sizes:
40w for ponds up to 40,000
l/8,800 gal and 75w for up to
75,000 l/16,500 gal.
PFK has yet to test
this

product, as we don’t have a large
enough pond so the information
here has been provided by the
supplier.
n Price: £143.95 and £159.95
for the respective sizes.
n More info: www.aquadistri.
com

Clean up larger-sized ponds
with ALU Tech clarifiers.

Our reviewer feels this is one of
the best light units on the market.

controller is too large. While it
looks impressive, it limits the user
on its placement as the LED power
supply/controller will not fit within
the breadth of my aquarium
cupboard, given that the 240 volt
power supply lead and chunky lead
to the light fixture are both on
opposite sides of it.
So unless you want to mount the
LED power supply/controller
externally to the aquarium stand,
as on a wall, it will need to be
located either vertically on the side
wall of the aquarium stand or
along the back of the stand. The
latter choice is likely to mean you
need to balance your laptop on top
of your sump, should you wish to
re-programme the light!
While the PC software is
reasonably intuitive ATI could have
made it easier to programme lunar
phases and cloud cover. While
possible to programme, I believe
the software should allow the user
to click a simple tick box to allow
for lunar simulation and whether
cloud simulation is required, rather
than having to manually figure
these into your programming.

Verdict

This is one of the best light units
on the market. Not only is the
build quality next to none, but it
incorporates the best of T5 and
LED lighting. Should better LEDs
become available the user will be
able to swap these out themselves
and we already have a plethora of
T5 light tubes to choose from.
While the unit is a little pricey,
the combination of T5 and LED
lights work in perfect harmony,
allowing the user to programme
not only the colour but intensity of
the lighting from the deeper
oceans to reef crest.
n Price: RRP is £1,499
n More info: fastlight.co.uk

Koi Pro spawning brush
In warm springs and British summers, pondfish
the length and breadth of the country are
preparing to spawn.
So what’s the silly green fuzz seen here?
They’re spawning brushes — Koi spawning
brushes to be more precise — and they’re
available to all UK aquatic businesses via Dutch
wholesaler Aquadistri, a company really really
into its Koi, writes Jeremy Gay.
Simply put, the job of a spawning brush is to
catch eggs and spawning brushes are sizeable
— in this case 120 x 14cm/47 x 5.5” — or even
larger because Koi are large fish which scatter
thousands of adhesive eggs.
Leave Koi, goldfish or other pondfish and they’ll
spawn all over the pond, usually in the warm
shallows, in some aquatic plants or marginal
plant roots, but if you want a good chance of
raising what could be some valuable progeny
then you should use these brushes.
The Koi Pro spawning brushes come boxed as a
pair, but some retailers may sell them singly. Tie
them poolside so they don’t float off and you
basically arrange them so that the
female can be driven into and
over them by the male, then
gently squeezed against
them, releasing eggs
and sperm.
Koi brushes

hold the advantage over live plants and roots
because they are sterile, so there’s less chance of
eggs getting infected or of them harbouring any
egg-predating insect larvae.
You can also remove the brushes and hatch the
eggs/fry elsewhere where you can control
conditions and monitor development.
When the whole process is over you can clean
them, dry them off and use them again. You
could also use them to aid capture of the
egg-scattering aquarium fish species or utilise
them as fry refuges.
PFK visited Xiphophorus expert Dave
Macallister some years ago and we discovered
that he used them in all his livebearer tanks to
protect and provide refuge for newly-born
livebearer fry in his main tank.
So, if you want a project this summer get
yourself a Koi Pro spawning brush, put it in with
your fish and have a go!
n Price: £19.95
n More info: www.aquadistri.com

These brushes are
better than live plants
because they are sterile.
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